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About IACA
IACA, the Indigenous Art Centre Alliance, is the peak body that supports and 

advocates for the community-based Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art and 
cultural centres of Far North Queensland. 

IACA works under the guidance and direction of a majority Indigenous Management 
Committee and is a not-for-profit organisation.  There are currently 14 art centres 

spread across the islands of the Torres Strait, the Gulf of Carpentaria, Cape York and 
the tropical rainforest and coastal regions of Far North Queensland.

2021-2022 IACA Management Committee:

Joann Russo - (President) Manager Girringun Aboriginal Art Centre, Cardwell 

Adam Boyd - (Treasurer) Manager Moa Arts, Ngalmun Lagau Minaral, Mua Island

Nephi Denham - (Committee Member) Girringun Aboriginal Art Centre, Cardwell 

Harold Ludwick - (Committee Member) Hopevale Arts & Cultural Centre, Hopevale

Solomon Booth - (Committee Member) Moa Arts / Ngalmun Lagau Minaral, Mua Island 

John Armstrong - (Committee Member) ) MIArt Centre, Mornington Island 

Florence Gutchen - (Committee Member) Erub Arts, Darnley Island 

Bereline Loogatha - (Committee Member) MIArt Centre, Mornington Island

Vikki Burrows - (Committee Member) Bana Yirriji Art and Cultural Centre, Wujal Wujal

Indigenous Art Centres:
 

Badu Art Centre / Badhulgaw Kuthinaw Mudh - Badu Island
Bana Yirriji Art Centre - Wujal Wujal
Erub Arts - Darnley Island
Girringun Aboriginal Art Centre - Cardwell
Gab Titui Cultural Centre - Thursday Island
HopeVale Arts and Culture Centre
Lockhart River Art Centre
Mornington Island Art
Moa Arts / Ngalmun Lagau Minaral - Mua Island
Pormpuraaw Art and Culture Centre
Wei’num Arts - Western Cape York
Wik and Kugu Art Centre - Aurukun
Yalanji Arts - Mossman Gorge
Yarrabah Arts and Cultural Precinct
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Word from 
the President            and welcome to another edition of IACA News. 

My name is Joann Russo and I am the newly appointed President for 
the Indigenous Art Centre Alliance. I am a Kuku Yalanji woman living 
and working on Girramay country, running the Girringun Aboriginal 
Art Centre. I am honoured and delighted to have been elected as 
the new President for IACA and am excited for what is in store for the 
organisation over the next 12 months. 

Much has changed since preparing this edition of the IACA News. 
Covid19 has put great pressure on the Indigenous communities where 
each of our Indigenous Art centres are located. Here is a link to our 
article in Arts Hub outlining our concerns. Remote Aboriginal art 
centres in Omicron limbo | ArtsHub Australia

Thank you to our outgoing President Harold Ludwick for his wonderful 
leadership and service to IACA.

I’m excited to be appointed during a significant time for IACA. We 
celebrated 10 years of operations in North Queensland at our last 
Members Conference on Djiru country in Mission Beach. It was a bitter 
sweet moment as we not only celebrated the remarkable milestone, 
but also congratulated the graduates from our first IIAP cohort, said 
goodbye to outgoing Manager Pamela Bigelow, welcomed incoming 
Manager Fiona Hamilton and launched the Belonging book. It was 
definitely the most significant conference I have ever attended and 
I enjoyed the celebrations in a face-to-face setting with my fellow 
colleagues from across the North.

Saying goodbye is never easy, but I am truly honoured to have met 
and worked with Pamela Bigelow over the course of my tenure at 
Girringun and wish her all the best in retirement. Her legacy will live 
on in our organisation and will never be forgotten. Thanks to her 
dedication and hard work for establishing the strong alliance we have 
today as the only Indigenous peak body for the Indigenous visual arts 
in Queensland.  I would also like to extend a warm welcome to newly 
appointed manager Fiona Hamilton, a strong First Nations woman 
from Tasmania, who brings extensive experience and knowledge from 
various First Nations corporations and organisations.  Welcome Fiona 
and I look forward to working together, along with the team at IACA to 
strengthen the alliance.

I hope you enjoy this bumper issue and looking forward to the next 10 
years of IACA.

Joann Russo 

Hi
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Joann Russo. Photo:N.Dawson. 
Image: Girringun Art Centre

https://www.artshub.com.au/news/news/remote-aboriginal-art-centres-in-omicron-limbo-2525151/
https://www.artshub.com.au/news/news/remote-aboriginal-art-centres-in-omicron-limbo-2525151/
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Bana Yirriji explore 
hand painted kaftans
Lynelle Flinders, a Cairns based Indigenous artist and designer, held a 
one-week workshop in fabric painting at Bana Yirriji Art Centre in July. 
The artists have been working with Lynelle since 2016.  

Artists used differing techniques - some used screen prints, others 
flicked paint across the surface of the silk, some freehand, a few were 
dyed first and then painted. Each artist painted enough material for a 
kaftan and a silk jacket or robe. The artists love hand painting fabrics as 
it is different to canvas, some feel they can paint more freely with fabric.

It was decided that the garments made would depict the artworks 
painted for the CIAF exhibition.

The artists involved were Lila Creek, Anne Nunn, Sonya Creek, and 
Betty Sykes. The final kaftans were showcased in this year’s CIAF 
Fashion Performance: Of Spirit & Story (2021).
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Bana Yirriji hand painted kaftans. Photo CIAF 2021. Image Bana Yirriji
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Showcased at the 2021 CIAF fashion show, Pormpuraaw Arts and Culture continued their unique 
wearable art collaboration with Simone Arnol and Bernie Singleton. The collaboration between 
Pormpuraaw artists, their clothing designs and film production expertise, has resulted in the 
wearable art being featured in Marie Claire magazine, and coming soon, Vogue magazine. The 
collaboration first focused on headpieces, exploring fish totems made with ghost nets, and it 
was beautiful to see dancers wearing them to perform on the catwalk. The following year, works 
were used in a film production, and this year, the team have added necklaces to the wearable art 
creations.  

Pormpuraaw Art and Culture are also very proud to win the CIAF Arts Centre Art Award this year, 
which is sponsored by the Cairns Regional Council. The award notes, “Pormpuraaw Art Centre 
collectively presents a powerful body of works responding to the Sacred Places Countries theme.”

Pormpuraaw has also printed the Pormpuraaw Cultural Uses for Plants 2nd Edition. The second 
edition text is focused on being more user friendly and contains extra plants, pictures and 
information. It is on sale via their online store and in Cairns Central Book Store. It is an exceptional 
collection of cultural knowledge and a legacy for future generations.

Model wearing ghostnet wearable art 2021 at CIAF Fashion performance. Photo: CIAF. Image Pormpuraaw Art and Culture

Pormpuraaw Art and Culture 
enjoys success with 

wearable art
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Model wearing 
ghostnet wearable art 

2021. Photo: CIAF. 
Image Pormpuraaw 

Art and Culture

Model wearing 
ghostnet wearable art 

2021. Photo: CIAF. 
Image Pormpuraaw 

Art and Culture
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Wik and Kugu revive women’s 
heritage painting

Wik and Kugu Arts Centre participated in a number of 
online exhibitions this year including Tarnanthi, DAAF 
and CIAF. DAAF was a standout event with many Wik 
and Kugu artists selling their beautiful paintings and 
carvings to keen audiences.  The art centre also took 
part in some smaller exhibitions at Cairns Art Gallery and 
NorthSite Contemporary Arts. Demand for Wik and Kugu 
paintings and sculptures has been very high during 2021 
and with border restrictions easing, the centre hopes to 
take all of its hardworking artists on a development trip 
across the Cape. 

Wik and Kugu welcomed three new full-time arts workers 
this year - Heather Koowoortha, Phillip and Daniel 
Marpoondin, who have been assisting the many talented 
artists living in Aurukun. 

The Wik and Kugu Arts Centre has been focused 
on the revival and reactivation of women’s heritage 
painting practices. Throughout 2021, a number of 
workshops were held with arts development specialists 
to reinvigorate these practices. These workshops were 

highly successful with senior women artists including 
Vera Koomeetta and Janet Koongotema producing and 
selling some beautiful large-format works for the very 
first time.

Janet Koongotema is one of Wik and Kugu’s senior 
artists and the 83-year-old is a respected weaver who 
adapted her skills to painting a decade ago. The 
Winchanam woman’s bold paintings represent her 
country around the Archer River on the southern Wik 
lands and some include images of the dilly bags she 
weaves from green grass. Janet lived in the Aurukun 
Mission dormitory while she was at school and went on 
to teach at the school. Janet reflects, “(Superintendent) 
McKenzie said he would find me a good man and he 
found husbands for the six girls working at the school. I 
am the only one left.” Janet was 21 years old when she 
married in the Aurukun church and says Mackenzie was 
true to his word finding her a good man who has since 
passed on. She has five children and five grandchildren 
and is proud to still be living in her own home. 

Janet Koongotema - acrylic paint of linen - 150 cm x 100 cm - Aak Puul (My Country).
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Janet Koongotema 
painted up in her 
Clan colours
Image: Wik and 
Kugu Art Centre
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Mornington Island Art: 
Legacies Living On

Mornington Island (MI) Art Centre’s exhibition, Legacies Living On, articulates the 
intertwined dreaming and storylines of both the Kaiadilt and Lardil people now 
based at Mirndiyan Gununa (Mornington Island), paying homage to the leading 
modern artists from their respective clans. 

Twelve contemporary Lardil and Kaidildt artists worked together to produce the 
suite of refined collaborative paintings, jointly selecting the eight institutional 
artworks to be exhibited at NorthSite Contemporary Arts as a feature exhibition 
of CIAF 2021.

Legacies Living On is dedicated to honouring and celebrating the continuing 
legacy of the late great abstract painter Mirdidingkingathi Juwarnda Sally 
Gabori who in her 80s, inspired the current group of exhibiting Kaiadilt 
artists – Amy Loogatha, Elsie Gabori, Dolly Loogatha, Betty Williams, Agnes 
Kohler, Ethel Thomas, Amanda Gabori and Dorothy Gabori - towards their 
successful artistic careers; depicting the skies, rocks, birthplaces and Country 
of Bentinck Island through vibrant acrylic paintings. 

In dialogue with Lardil contemporary artists Joelene Roughsey, Roxanne 
Thomas, Renee Wilson and John Williams. These collaborative works 
continue to paint and depict Lardil Dreaming and pay homage to the late 

L – R Dorothy Gabori Nyinyilki Ngurruwarra, Amanda Jane Gabori & Dorothy Gabori Our 
Mother’s Country, Amanda Jane Gabori My Fathers Country. Photography: Michael Marzik, 
Image: Mornington Island Art and NorthSite Contemporary Arts.
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Lardil artist Goobalathaldin Dick Roughsey and his rich artistic legacy. The 
exhibition shows that the abiding influence of the two Elders, centered on deep 
ties to Country, is stronger than ever and their ground-breaking work underpins 
the creativity of the MIArt studios. 

The exhibition reflects the MIArt studio environment which is a place of shared 
culture and creativity and a place where stories are told and memories are 
kept alive. Joyful and exuberant most of the time, but tinged with the sadness 
of personal and family histories. The land is the location as much as it is the 
heritage and the abiding subject matter of the artists. These artists confidently 

tell their stories about their families’ deep-rooted connections to the ‘old 
people’. This results in works of outstanding beauty and clarity, because culture 
is strong and central to everything. 

A memorial tribute to MIArt’s much-loved senior artist, the late Ethel Thomas, 
features a collaborative painting by Ethel and her sisters, Amy Loogatha, Dolly 
Loogatha and Elsie Gabori. It honours Ethel’s lasting contribution to the cultural 
expression and MI Arts movement, and is a shining testament to the enduring 
legacies of great Elder artists from this region.

This exhibition is coordinated by Bereline Loogatha, Gallery Manager at 
Mornington Island Art Centre and Art Centre Manager John Armstrong, with 
NorthSite Contemporary Arts Curator Aven Noah Jnr.

L – R Dolly Loogatha Turtle Story, Renee Wilson & Roxanne Thomas Ngithan Nyerrwe Dulka, 
Agnes Kohler Mirraa Kamarra. Photography: Michael Marzik, Image: Mornington Island Art and 
NorthSite Contemporary Arts. 
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All About Rays: 
Erub Arts

Completing projects and maintaining a high-level vision has been challenging during 
COVID. Art fairs and events have been cancelled or postponed, and there has been a 
strong shift to digital which has meant the demand for better and better images has 
escalated. This is challenging in our regions that struggle with internet and connectivity, 
sometimes without access for months, resulting in hot-spotting from phones and 
connecting via Zoom and Teams.  This is a new, challenging reality!  

However, at Erub Arts we are working smarter, linking our projects together and 
collaborating with individuals and groups, and it is paying off.  

We open early next year with an exhibition in Jakarta, Indonesia. We have been working 
with DFAAT over a two-year period on the filming project which will accompany the show. 
Large ghost net rays glide through the water confronting people with their size and use of 
material.  Adopting a broad theme that connects everyone through rays was a great way to 
ensure continuity.  

With a view of working smarter, as part of the newly formed Ghost Net Collective, we are 
working with many other artists, community groups, educators and filmmakers to combine 
our visions. By working like this we are expanding our collaborative ethos, learning 
more, and even though we are geographically isolated, learning to live and work in the 
new COVID world. We are seeing that we can achieve great things by reaching out and 
collaborating alongside others. 
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L-R Florence Gutchen, Nancy Naawi and racy Oui-Pit at Neapean Island with their rays which are going on 
exhibition in Indonesia. Image Lynnette Griffiths
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Erub Arts 
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Florence Gutchen with her ghost net ray at 
Nepean Island - Image Lynnette Griffiths
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Philip Denham 
solo exhibition

Philip Denham’s first ever solo exhibition, Gayjul Gunjuy, opened in October at Umbrella Studio 
Contemporary Arts, Townsville. Presented alongside four other exhibitions, Gayjul Gunjuy portrays the 
storm story belonging to the Girramay people of the Murray Upper region. The exhibition featured an 
array of traditional handcrafted artefacts that reflect Philip’s connection to his culture and country. 
As part of the exhibition, the artefacts were transformed into an expressive display of art, consisting 
of the traditional fire making tool, Bagu and Jiman; the Cross boomerang, Birrubu Birrubu; and the 
wooden shield, Bigin. On display, were the traditional bicornual baskets known as Jawuns; the smaller 
baskets referred to as Mindis; and the Bumbil (traditional string) from the bark of the fig tree which he 
incorporates into fish traps, and traditional fishing lines with the hooked tendrils of a rainforest vine.

These artefacts have been created by Philip through the knowledge and tools passed down by his 
father and mother, Andy and Daisy Denham. Traditionally, these artefacts were painted with natural 
ochres and designs and Philip continues these traditions with his own contemporary style. Reflecting 
on the exhibition, Philip says, “I feel like I am living in two worlds, the past and the present, and I am 
bringing the past back into my future.”

During the opening night, Philip held the attention of attendees as he retold the stories of his 
homeland, and of the cultural practices of his ancestors. Following the exhibition, Philip returned to the 
Umbrella Studio to host a weaving workshop as part of an educational program with one of the local 
schools.

Girringun Staff supporting 
Philip Denham on Opening 
Night. Image: Girringun 
Aboriginal Art Centre
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Philip Denham at Opening 
of Solo Exhibition Gayjal 
Gunjuy. Image: Girringun 
Aboriginal Art
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IIAP kicks off in Cairns
Following the success of the 2020/21 pilot program, and thanks to the support from the Australian 
Government’s Restart Investment to Sustain and Expand (RISE) Fund, IACA will again present the 
IACA Indigenous Artsworker Program (IIAP) in 2021/22.  

In light of continued COVID uncertainty, the IACA team have adapted the program online and 
embraced the opportunities that video conferencing affords. Starting in September 2021 and 
culminating in July 2022, IACA has developed a weekly online training schedule. All sessions will be 
recorded so that videos as well as supplementary learning resources are available for participants to 
access online anytime via the IACA Members Area Website. Restrictions permitting, the program also 
includes in-person practical sessions and field trips.

IACA understands that art centre job roles are varied and involve a combination of highly specialised 
skills. The IIAP has been developed with this in mind and the subject of each training module 
correlates to art centre job descriptions and real-world practical applications. Due to the small group 
size, the training program is flexible, responsive, and shaped to suit artsworker abilities, needs and 
requests. Artsworkers are assigned weekly tasks during training follow-up sessions and thereby given 
the chance to workshop outcomes with their peers in a safe, informal tutorial environment.

The 2021/22 program got off to a flying start in October at NorthSite Contemporary Arts in Cairns 
with behind-the-scenes access and insights into storage, conservation, artwork handing and 
packaging. Customised training included personal development, masterclasses in retail, curatorial 
admin and exhibition installation. The week was a great success thanks to trainer Penny Watson and 
the excellent NorthSite staff, Ashleigh Campbell, Aven Noah Jnr, Rosie Miller, Lauren Carter and 
Jamaylya Ballangarry-Kearins.

(L to R) Margaret Mara, Matilda Nona, Geraldine Henrici, Penny Watson, 
Pam Bigelow, Tahmana Misick, Babetha Nawia and Kian Bowen in Cairns. 
Image: IACA

Margaret Mara, Matilda Nona, Babetha Nawia and Kian Bowen installing 
artwork at NorthSite Contemporary Arts. Image: IACA
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This year’s cohort of 
artsworkers includes:
Flora Au (Badu Arts)

Kian Bowen (Hope Vale Arts 
and Cultural Centre)

Margaret Mara (Wei’Num 
Arts and Crafts)

Tahmana Misick (Moa Arts)

Babetha Nawia (Moa Arts)

Laurie Nona (Badu Arts)

Matilda Nona (Badu Arts)

This project has been 
made possible by 
assistance from the Restart 
Investment to Sustain and 
Expand (RISE) Fund - an 
Australian Government 
initiative.

Tahmana Misick and Babetha Nawia installing artworks at NorthSite Contemporary Arts. Image: IACA

(L-R) Florence Gutchen, Junibel Doughboy, Nephi Denham, Jessica Creek and Bereline Loogatha, the 
inaugural IACA Indigenous Artsworker Program participant graduates at Mission Beach. Image: IACA
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IACA Members Conference 
Mission Beach 

26-28 October 2021

The IACA Members Conference was hosted by Girringun Aboriginal 
Art Centre, Mission Beach from 26-28 October. It was a full agenda 
- we celebrated 10 years of IACA, our first graduating class of IACA 
Indigenous Artsworker Program (IIAP) participants, the launch of 
the publication Belonging/ Stories from Far North Queensland, and 
farewelled inaugural Manager Pam Bigelow. After a hectic couple COVID 
years, members thoroughly enjoyed Mission Beach and its access to the 
beach and rainforest.

Girringun Aboriginal Corporation in Cardwell. Image: IACA
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IACA Members Conference 

On Day 1 we all travelled to the Girringun art 
studio where artists and staff welcomed us, 
showed us behind-the-scenes, and facilitated 
a fun weaving workshop. After a delicious 
lunch in the shady studio grounds, the 
tour continued to the Girringun Aboriginal 
Corporation in Cardwell where members 
explored the retail gallery, Knowledge Centre 
and were given an insight into the Girringun 
Nursery and Ranger program. 

Day 2 kicked-off with the IACA AGM where 
the 2021-22 IACA Management Committee 
was elected. New appointments to the 
Committee include Joann Russo in the 
role of President, Adam Boyd as Treasurer 
and Nephi Denham as a new committee 
member. Following our Members Meeting, 
the inaugural IACA Indigenous Artsworker 
Program (IIAP) participants were able to 
celebrate their graduation after months of 
COVID event cancellations. Congratulations to 
Nephi Denham, Bereline Loogatha, Florence 
Gutchen, Junibel Doughboy, Jessica Creek 
and Vanessa Cannon for giving their final 
presentations, completing the course, and 
paving the way for the continuation of this 
professional development program. The 
celebrations continued as members received 
first release copies of the Belonging/ Stories 
from Far North Queensland book. 
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Conference delegates at Mungalla Station. Image: IACA

Emily Murray demonstrating weaving techniques to Jessica Creek at Girringun 
Art studio. Image: IACA 

Conference delegates at Mission Beach. Image: IACA
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On the final day of the conference, curators 
Katina Davidson and Sophia Sambono from 
QAGOMA presented on the collection 
and exhibition strategies of the galleries 
in Brisbane, opening the door to future 
collaborations between the institution 
and art centres. To finish the program, 
delegates travelled to Mungalla Station 
near Ingham. Mungalla is a resource owned 
by the Nywaigi traditional owners for the 
purpose of fostering Aboriginal cultural 
values by building economic and cultural 
opportunities through the careful use of 
Country. At Mungalla delegates were given 
a tour of the wetlands, the history of the 
station, and the harrowing and important 
‘Captive Lives’ exhibition in the old 
homestead.

In the afternoon, Jennifer Kalionis gave 
an update on the latest from Arts QLD, 
which was followed by the art centre 
presentations, always a favourite with the 
crowd. Members bonded over their shared 
experiences and celebrated each other’s 
successes. The member’s dinner was extra 
special as the 10th Anniversary of IACA was 
commemorated with an image slideshow 
and heartfelt speeches praising how far the 
organisation had come in its first decade. 
The speeches extended to warmly wish 
IACA’s inaugural Manager Pam Bigelow 
farewell and the Board presented her with 
a gift in the form of a Ku (dog) sculpture by 
Leo Namponan from Aurukun.  

Cake at IACA’s 10th anniversary celebrations at Mission Beach. Image: IACA

Entrance to Mungalla Station. Image: IACADaniel Beeron giving delegates a tour of the Girringun 
Nursery. Image: IACA
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New IACA publication 
Belonging/ Stories from 
Far North Queensland

The IACA Belonging/Northern Disclosure artist-led project started 
out as an exercise in professional development and has evolved 
into one of the most important museum acquisitions in the country. 
The story will cement the artists from the Far North Queensland 
region in the national consciousness. 

IACA has partnered with the National Museum of Australia (NMA) 
to present the exhibition Belonging/ Stories from Far North 
Queensland in Canberra in 2022. To accompany this exhibition and 
coinciding with its 10th anniversary, IACA has produced a 240-
page, full colour publication chronicling the works of art, artists and 
art centres of the Far North Queensland region.

Slated to become the seminal text on contemporary Indigenous 
artmaking in Far North Queensland, the publication is an important 
companion to the exhibition, as well as a significant standalone 
legacy document and record of the recent history of Queensland art 
centres and the Belonging/Northern Disclosure arts development 
project. The exhibition will feature works from the recently 
acquired collection of 415 artworks from IACA member art centres 
which were produced during the IACA coordinated, national 
award-winning, multi-year Belonging/Northern Disclosure arts 
development project.

The book includes introductory remarks 
from Director of the NMA Mathew 
Trinca, addressing the significance of 
the Belonging collection, as well as a 
historical background to art centres 
of the Far North Queensland region 
by industry expert Tim Acker.  It also 
includes an overview of the first 10 
years of IACA by outgoing Manager 
Pam Bigelow. 

Articles by workshop facilitators Edwina 
Circuitt, Rebecca Dagnall and Curtis 
Taylor describe personal insights 
and anecdotes behind the scenes of 
the Belonging/Northern Disclosure 
workshops, and the essay by NMA 
Senior Indigenous Curator Shona 
Coyne unwrap the lasting legacy of the 
project as revealed through the lens of 
the exhibition.  

Dedicated chapters profiling each 
art centre involved in the project 
celebrate their uniqueness and 
superbly showcase the artworks while 
unpacking the personal stories of the 
artists. Comprising various media 
including painting, weaving, fluorescent 
installations, ceramics, sculptures, film 
and photography, the artworks share 
what are largely untold stories and 
perspectives on history, experiences, 
culture, issues and life from artists in 
these remote Indigenous communities.

The publication is sponsored by the 
Gordon Darling Foundation and 
supported by the National Museum of 
Australia.
 
The book is available via the IACA 
website and gallery shops for $59.95.
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iaca.com.au

Donate Now 
IACA is a small organisation that punches above its weight 

to support culturally strong best practice Indigenous 

art enterprises.To make a big difference to Australia’s 

most remote Indigenous artists. You can now donate to 
specific projects via our DONATE NOW button on the 

IACA website www.iaca.com.au or email the manager 

manager@iaca.com.au

Donations are tax deductible.

Amanda Jane Gabori, Dorothy Gabori, our Mother’s country. Image: MI Art


